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ABSTRACT
The handling of conflicts in collaborative editing over hier-
archical documents in peer-to-peer networks is a very impor-
tant issue. In this paper we show how the multi-level editing
approach that recursively applies a tombstone transforma-
tional approach over the document levels offers support for
flexible conflict definition and resolution.
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INTRODUCTION
Collaborative editing systems support a group of people edit-
ing a set of documents over a computer network. Documents
subject to collaboration can be of various types, such as text,
XML and graphical. A hierarchical document model encom-
passes a wide range of documents and offers support for se-
mantically structured documents and in this paper we anal-
yse collaboration over hierarchical structures of documents.
As we want to allow users to work disconnected from the
network we have used, a replicated architecture where users
edit copies of the document. Operational transformation [2]
is a suitable approach for maintaining consistency between
copies of the shared document. In [1, 6, 3] various oper-
ational transformation approaches for maintaining consis-
tency over tree structures of the document have been pro-
posed.
Members of a team should have the possibility to synchro-
nise their work between pairs of individuals and, therefore,
we wanted to develop a general synchronisation mechanism
that works in peer-to-peer networks. Some of the existing
operation transformational approaches such as FORCE [8]
and SAMS [6] rely on a central repository where changes
done by users are published and a user can synchronise
their local changes only against the repository. These ap-
proaches are limited to asynchronous collaboration over a
shared repository and they cannot be applied for peer-to-peer
communication.
Most of the approaches for maintaining consistency adopt
an automatic way for merging concurrent changes and they
do not deal with conflicts. In FORCE [8] a flexible merging
approach has been proposed where rules for the detection of
conflicts between pairs of operations are specified. However,
this approach adopts automatic merging and local changes
are adopted if conflict occurs. Users are not allowed to man-
ually choose between changes that are in conflict. Moreover,
the FORCE approach is not applicable in peer-to-peer net-
works.
Approaches for merging hierarchical documents such as
SGML [1], XML and CRC (Class, Responsibility, Collab-
oration) documents [6] and the treeOPT approach described
in [3] for merging any hierarchical documents also adopt an
automatic solution for merging and do not allow the man-
ual intervention of users. Moreover, some specific rules for
the concurrent deletion of a node in the tree and modifica-
tions referring to that node are considered. The merging ap-
proaches described in [6] and [3] consider that, once a node
in the tree is deleted, any concurrent changes referring to that
node are discarded. The merging approach in [1] excises the
deleted nodes, but keeps them as separate structures. In this
way, concurrent operations to the deletion of the node and
targeting the deleted node are executed. However, the ap-
proach does not explain when and how the excised nodes
are reassembled into the initial tree document. We therefore
see the need of an approach that keeps the deleted nodes and
considers changes performed on them during the merging
process. A resolution mechanism would present conflicts to
the users and their decision would determine whether or not
the delete nodes are reassembled in the initial document.
Dealing with conflicts in an easy manner requires a suitable
model of the document. Even if the structure of the docu-
ment is hierarchical, the operational transformation adopted
by most existing approaches [6, 1] is similar to the approach
for linear structures and does not take advantage of the tree
structure of the document. The existing operation-based ap-
proaches maintain a single history buffer where the executed
operations are kept. Operations are not associated with the
structure of the document and therefore it is difficult to se-
lect which operations refer to which node in the document.
This fact has limitations for the definition and resolution of
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conflicts. For instance, they do not allow the possibility of
defining that any operations that refer to the same node are
conflicting and the user can later choose one of the versions
of the node. To determine which operations from the his-
tory buffer refer to which node is very complex, since the
structure of the document is dynamically changed with the
execution of each operation.
Multi-level editing used in the treeOPT approach [3] in-
volves logging edit operations that refer to each node. In
this way, conflicting operations that refer to the same sub-
tree of the document are easily detected by the analysis of
the histories associated with the nodes belonging to the sub-
tree. Therefore, the resolution of conflicts is simplified in
comparison to the approaches using a single history buffer.
In this paper we present an extension of the treeOPT ap-
proach that handles conflicts in an appropriate way includ-
ing the ones involving concurrent deletions of nodes and
modifications of those nodes. The treeOPT approach recur-
sively applies an operational transformation algorithm work-
ing for linear structures over the hierarchical document lev-
els. Our method was to combine treeOPT with a linear
operational transformation algorithm that works in peer-to-
peer networks and maintains the structure of the deleted
nodes. As SOCT2 together with the tombstone transfor-
mation functions [7] is an operational transformation algo-
rithm that works in peer-to-peer networks and the tombstone
transformational approach deals with tombstone entities, we
decided to combine treeOPT with SOCT2 and the tomb-
stone transformational approach. In this paper we show how
the multi-level editing approach together with the tombstone
transformational approach supports dealing with conflicts.
We start by presenting in the next section the treeOPT ap-
proach. We then go on by describing in the third section the
operational transformation approach that deals with tomb-
stone entities. The fourth section of this paper presents how
the adaptation of the treeOPT approach with the tombstone
transformational approach offers users a flexible way of han-
dling conflicts. In the last section we provide some conclud-
ing remarks and some future work directions.
THE TREEOPT APPROACH
The treeOPT approach can be applied for maintaining con-
sistency for collaboration over hierarchical structured docu-
ments, such as textual [3] and XML [5] documents. XML
documents conform to a tree model by definition. Text doc-
uments can also be structured using a hierarchical model.
A text document is composed of a list of paragraphs, each
paragraph as a list of sentences, each sentence as a list of
words and each word as a list of characters. A document
has associated various levels, such as the document (level
0), paragraph (1), sentence (2), word (3) and character (4)
in the case of text documents. Each node in the hierarchi-
cal structure will keep a history of operations of insertions
and deletions of child nodes. We present in what follows our
definition for a node in the tree.
A nodeN of a document is a structure of the formN =<
parent, children, length, history, content >, where
• parent is the parent node for the current node
• children is an ordered list[child1, ..., childn] of child
nodes
• length is the length of the node in terms of the number of
leaf nodes,
length =
{
1, if N is a leaf node
∑
n
i=1
length(childi), otherwise
• history is an ordered list of operations executed on child
nodes
• content is the textual content of the node
content =
{
aCharacter, if N is a leaf node
∑
n
i=1
content(childi), otherwise
We define the level of a node to be the height of the node,
i.e. the length of the path from the root to the node.
An operation is specified by itsype, positionin the tree and
its content. The type of an operation can be insertion or
deletion. The position of an operation is represented by a
vector of indexes specifying the path starting from the root to
the node where the operation has been applied. The content
of an operation is represented by the node that is inserted or
deleted. An operation has associated a state vector [2] and
the identifier of the site that generated the operation. The
level of an operation is the level of the node in whose history
the operation is kept.
After its execution, an operation is added to the history of
the parent node of the node that is inserted or deleted. Due
to the fact that the position of an operation is the path to
the node where the operation is applied, we represented the
position of an operation stored in a history buffer by the
position of the target node relative to its parent. For in-
stance, the operation with the absolute position representa-
tion InsertWord(3,2,4,“collaborative”)of inserting the word
“collaborative” in paragraph 3, sentence 2 as the 4th word,
will be kept in the history associated with sentence 2 in
paragraph 3 with the relative position representationInsert-
Word(4,“collaborative”). We are going to refer to an op-
eration given by its absolute position as a composite op-
eration and to an operation viewed at a certain level as a
simple operation. Operations in history buffers are viewed
as simple operations at the level of the node to which they
belong. But, they can be viewed as composite operations
taking into account the position of the node to which they
belong. Composite operations are characterised by a posi-
tion vector, while simple operations are characterised by a
position index.
Local operations are immediately executed and added to
the corresponding history buffers. For the integration of
a remote operation into the corresponding history buffer,
the treeOPT approach recursively applies an existing oper-
ational transformation algorithm, such as GOT [11], GOTO
[10] or SOCT2 [9], over the hierarchical document struc-
ture. In what follows we present the implementation of the
treeOPT algorithm using the SOCT2 algorithm.
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Algorithm treeOPT-SOCT2(O, RN, L){
CN = RN ;
for (l := 1; l ≤ L; l++) {
Onew = Composite2Simple(O, l);
EOnew = SOCT2(Onew, history(CN));
position(O)[l] = position(EOnew);
if ( level(O) = l) {
Do O;
Append(EOnew, history(CN));
Updatelength(CN);
}
CN = childi(CN), wherei = position(EOnew);
}
}
Given a new causally ready composite operation,O, the root
node of the hierarchical representation of the local copy of
the document,RN, and the number of levels in the hierar-
chical structure of the document,L, the execution form of
O is computed. In the case of text documents structured
into paragraphs, sentences, words and characters,L=4 and
RN=document. Determining the execution form of a com-
posite operation requires finding the elements of the posi-
tion vector corresponding to a coarser or equal granularity
level than that of the composite operation. For each level of
granularityl, starting with paragraph level and ending with
the level of the composite operation, the SOCT2 algorithm
is applied to find the execution form of the corresponding
regular operation. SOCT2 does not perform transformations
on composite operations, but rather on simple ones. There-
fore, we had to define the functionComposite2Simple, that
takes as arguments a composite operation, together with the
granularity level at which we are currently transforming the
operation, and returns the corresponding simple operation
[4]. The operational transformation algorithm is applied to
the history of the current nodeCN whose granularity level
is l-1. Recall that, for example, to find the corresponding
paragraph position, transformations need to be performed
against the operations kept in the document history. Thelth
element in the position vector will be equal to the position
of the execution form of the simple operation. If the cur-
rent granularity level is equal to the level of the composite
operation, the composite operation is executed and the exe-
cution form of the simple operation is stored into the history
buffer associated with the current node. Otherwise, the pro-
cessing continues with the next finer granularity level, with
CN being updated accordingly. The functionSOCT2(O, HB)
takes as parameters a causally-ready regular operationO and
a history bufferHB and returns the execution form ofO.
TOMBSTONE TRANSFORMATION FUNCTIONS
As previously mentioned, for dealing with conflicts in the
face of concurrent delete operations that target nodes of the
hierarchical structure, we adapt the treeOPT approach to
mark deleted entities as invisible, but do not remove these
entities from the structure of the document. To our knowl-
edge, the only existing transformation functions that deal
with tombstone entities are those proposed in [7]. These
transformation functions are presented below:
T(ins(p1, el1, sid1), ins(p2, el2, sid2){
if (p1 < p2) returnins(p1, el1, sid1)
else if (p1 = p2 andsid1 < sid2) returnins(p1, el1, sid1)
else returnins(p1 + 1, el1, sid1)
}
T (ins(p1, el1, sid1), del(p2, sid2)) {
returnins(p1, el1, sid1)
}
T (del(p1, sid1), ins(p2, el2, sid2)) {
if (p1 < p2) returndel(p1, sid1)
returndel(p1 + 1, sid1)
}
T (del(p1, sid1), del(p2, sid2)) {
returndel(p1, sid1)
}
Besides their adaptation for maintaining the structure of
deleted nodes, these transformation functions have some
other advantages. First, the definition of inverses of the for-
ward transformation functions [7] required by the SOCT2
algorithm is straightforward since they are injective func-
tions. Second, as far as we are aware, these transformation
functions are the first ones that satisfy both mandatory con-
sistency properties [9] namedC1 andC2. Consequently, our
treeOPT-SOCT2 algorithm is the first operational transfor-
mation algorithm applicable in peer-to-peer environments
that maintains consistency of replicated hierarchical docu-
ments.
DEALING WITH CONFLICTS
We define two concurrent operations as being in conflict if
they modify the same conflict node or any of its children.
Conflict nodes can be defined by specifying a certain level of
granularity for conflict in which case all nodes of that gran-
ularity level are considered conflict nodes. Certain nodes
in the hierarchical structure can also be specified as conflict
nodes.
When an operation is integrated into the document structure,
the tree is traversed from top to bottom till the level of the
operation is reached and the operation can be integrated into
its corresponding history buffer. If during this integration a
conflict node is encountered, a check is done to see if con-
current operations have been performed on the conflict node.
Detection of conflict is done by the analysis of the histories
associated with conflict node and all its child nodes. If the
history buffers distributed throughout the subtree rooted at
the conflict node contain an operation concurrent with the
remote operation, a conflict is detected and according to a
resolution policy the conflict is resolved. The resolution pol-
icy can be automatic or manual. In the automatic resolution
policy, the operations that win a conflict are decided accord-
ing to certain rules. For instance, the operations that win a
conflict can be decided according to priorities assigned to
the sites that generated the operations. The manual resolu-
tion policies require user intervention for choosing between
conflicting operations.
If an integration algorithm is chosen that deletes the nodes
in the hierarchy once a deletion was performed, conflicts
between the deletion and any other operation concurrently
performed on the deleted subtree cannot be detected. We
therefore adopted a transformation algorithm that does not
delete nodes, but marks them for deletion. In what follows
we analyse the cases that show the benefit of choosing to
mark nodes for deletion instead of their physical deletion.
These cases are the ones involving the deletion of a node
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of the tree and the concurrent insertion inside the node that
is deleted. These two cases are distinguished by the order
of execution of the two concurrent operations, i.e. insertion
followed by deletion or deletion followed by insertion. Sup-
pose that the level of the insertion operation isl1 and that
of the deletion operation isl2. The cases that need special
attention are the ones wherel1 > l2.
We analyse first the case when the deletion operation was
executed and the concurrent insertion operation has to be in-
tegrated. When deletion is performed, the node targeted by
deletion is marked as invisible, but further considered when
a remote operation has to be integrated. When a remote in-
sertion operation has to be integrated, ancestors of nodes to
be deleted and marked as conflict nodes will be detected dur-
ing processing, showing that the delete and remote insert are
concurrent. If a conflict node is a descendant of the node to
be deleted and an ancestor of the node to be inserted, con-
flict is also detected when the processing reaches the con-
flict node. Processing is also called for the deleted nodes
and when processing reaches the conflict node, conflict is
detected as the conflict node is marked as deleted.
The second case to be analysed is the one when the inser-
tion operation is executed first and the concurrent deletion
operation has to be integrated. If the conflict node is an an-
cestor of the node to be deleted, conflict is detected when the
conflict node is reached in the processing phase. The insert
operation in one of the histories distributed throughout the
tree rooted at the conflict node will be detected as being in
conflict with the remote delete operation. After a deletion is
performed, checking for conflicts has to be performed also
on the deleted subtree. Processing is therefore further per-
formed and if a conflict node is detected during processing
and the conflict node is an ancestor of the inserted node, the
conflict is detected as the insertion operation is performed
on a node marked as deleted.
If deleted nodes are removed from the document, concur-
rent changes performed on the deleted parts of the tree are
not considered and therefore no conflicts are presented to the
user. By using the tombstone transformational approach, the
operations concurrent with deletions of nodes in the docu-
ment and targeting concurrently deleted parts of the docu-
ment are performed. In this way, if a conflict node is set
that detects the conflict between deletion and the concurrent
change, users are presented with the two conflicting versions
of the conflict node: first one showing the deleted parts of
the document (for e.g. by lines through deleted text) and the
second one showing concurrent modifications done on the
conflict node.
For the resolution method, an undo mechanism has to be
provided to cancel some operations performed. An undo
mechanism for the SOCT2 algorithm using the TTF trans-
formation functions has been provided in [12] and we are
currently working on the integration of the undo mechanism
with treeOPT.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we presented how the application of the tomb-
stone transformational approach recursively over the levels
of the document by using the treeOPT approach offers sup-
port for conflict handling in peer-to-peer networks. The pa-
per also shows that the tombstone transformational approach
is general and can be applied for hierarchical structures. We
are currently investigating the multi-level editing undo and
building a prototype based on the ideas presented in this pa-
per.
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